Note From ArcadeDaddy…
We are currently writing a much better operation manual for the GameBoxes. Please check back soon for the new manual. For now, the manual below from the mfg will have to suffice…


We don't have the "English" manual at the moment since our selling ideal is for 
Chinese and you are the first priority in recommendation of this system!  And 
we will doing a translation in English after May of 2005.

This system is easy to operate!  Just connect with power and jamma, then it can play!  It design as 1 credit per game!  After switch on then the game list will 
be appeared, just use the 1P joystick up and down to select the game, if you 
want to move quickly then control the 1P right and left!  After select the game 
then insert credit and push 1P, then game will go inside to play!  2P is the 
same!  While the game playing and you want to cancel it then press "1P" in 3 
second, then it will return to the game list again!

If you want to adjust the difficulty and credit of game then pls enter "K3" or 
"K2", but it should be adjusted it game by game!  You can request to set the 
credit more than 1 on all games, but it should be made before ex-factory!

Hope the above can solve your problem on operate!  

GameBox - PC to Arcade Unit 
400 in 1 Multi Game

The unit is based on PC notebook with "game ready" hard drive, all arcade games are operated by LIFE and CREDIT not by time.  It's simple to install, just plug it to Jamma cabinet and play; the unit only works with standard resolution monitor.  

When power on machine, the game menu appears on screen immediately and   background  is the screenshot of selected game.  As you select different game, the background will be changed to their screenshot too.  

How to operate: 

select game -> press confirm button -> loading game (wait for 10 to 30 seconds, the loading time depends on different game) -> insert coin -> press start to play.
 
Contents: The complete unit includes mother board, hard drive, power supply,                 IO board (with 28pin Jamma connector) and harness.  　




